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 Software-defined networking (SDN) is becoming increasingly popular 

because of features such as programming control, embedded monitoring, 

fine-grained control, flexibility, support for many tenants, and scalability. 

Problems with the prior design, known as the conventional network, include 

the need to configure each network device individually, decentralized control, 

and a persistent issue with tenant enforcement for multitenant support. 

Tenants are unable to administer their networks without disturbing their 

neighbours. In this research, network slicing on SDN will ensure tenant 

isolation using FlowVisor and an SDN controller. Flowspace, which is part 

of FlowVisor capable of implementing network isolation, is for isolation in 

this research. Multitenancy is supported in SDN via the network slicing 

technique. Two types of renters were employed, and two testing procedures 

connectivity and functionality were run to meet the research objectives. This 

research produced several findings, including that all hosts were correctly 

linked, and the connection was achieved without turning on FlowVisor. The 

host function can only send and receive data from hosts with the same tenant. 

The research results show that FlowVisor can be applied for isolation 

enforcement. As a result of each tenant utilising their slice of the network 

without being interrupted by other slices, this research finds that utilising 

FlowVisor to construct Flowspace can segment the network to allow 

multitenancy. Expanding the number of slices for more study and testing in a 

real-world setting is possible. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Like now, the millennial period has various technology that make life simpler for people. The internet is 

one of the numerous technologies now in use. Since it has served as a foundation or a link for developing many 

modern technologies, the internet plays various roles in their development [1]. Conventional network design 

suffers from the same issues as the original internet architecture [2]. It requires a lot of device configuration 

and labour for a typical network to function effectively. These factors make software-defined networking 

(SDN) technology in the network a likely candidate to solve this issue [3]-[8]. According to the current state 

of conventional networks, since they need a control plane idea, it will be exceedingly challenging to manage 

and build networks as they grow vast and complicated, which can impede current developments. Then 

according to [9], conventional networks are static and need much management effort. Additionally, imposing 

laws or regulations on conventional networks is challenging, and SDN reduces operating expenses 

considerably. Why is it supports multitenant network design and is based on the circumstances that now exist 

in conventional networks. This research is urgent due to the advantages gained from SDN and multitenants. 

According to [10], adopting SDN in research has advantages such as lower maintenance costs and simpler 

network administration due to controllers than conventional networks, which need adjustments to each device 

deployed. This research [11]–[16], multitenancy delivers benefits including cost savings, increased efficiency, 
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and simpler maintenance, and greater scalability and computing capacity. SDN is a brand-new idea in network 

design that isolates the hardware's control plane from it. Network configuration is simpler and more flexible 

because of the fundamental idea of SDN design. 

The control and data planes comprise most of the most crucial SDN components [17], [19]. Because the 

smart grid, including SDN, has been the subject of much research, security is a key concern in SDN [20]. 

Multitenant is one of the crucial elements enabling SDN, along with security. The multitenant architectural 

style of a network enables the same infrastructure service provider to manage multiple tenants [21]-[23]. The 

multitenant approach includes network slicing. According to [24], network slicing is a network strategy based 

on network virtualization, which is anticipated to offer features like flexibility and modularity. A smart network 

with greater autonomy and complexity includes SDN [25].  

Additionally, the POX controller may be employed as an SDN controller. An open-source controller that 

intends to expand SDN is the network controller. Between the controller and the switch, the controller offers 

an effective approach to implementing the OpenFlow protocol [15], [17]. A FlowVisor technique exists 

between hardware and software over the internet network. An operating system-like virtual layer atop the 

computer, FlowVisor employs a set of instructions to control the hardware. To manage network traffic, 

FlowVisor makes use of the OpenFlow protocol [26]. The issue emerges when the conventional design has 

several flaws and the tenant can only control its network if other tenants in the SDN topology disturb it. As a 

result, the main goal of this study is to determine the best way to isolate network topology by utilizing 

Flowspace isolation and network slicing with FlowVisor. To enable multi-tenants, the SDN topology is divided 

into wedge-shaped spaces with the help of flow space isolation, allowing each tenant to govern their own space 

without interfering with other tenants. To impose Flowspace separation on SDN, researchers will study 

network slicing using FlowVisor. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Software-Defined Networking 

SDN can manage networks more efficiently and flexibly, because SDN is the latest network management 

technology with an agile, programmable, and centrally managed architecture that offers vendor-agnostic open 

device management, allowing for more effective and flexible network administration [27]-[29]. In SDN, 

network administrators can create networks through the central console or controller, making it easier to 

manage because there is no need to configure each switch and existing network devices. A comparison of SDN 

and conventional network topologies is shown in Fig. 1. As we know, conventional network architectures are 

inefficient in meeting current network demands. Traffic management has to be quite adaptable for some 

applications. The complexity of today's networks constrains scale, security, and flexibility, which is why the 

SDN design addresses these issues, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison of SDN and conventional network topology 

 

With SDN, the control plane and forwarding plane are separated, giving network managers the practical 

freedom to govern network traffic and other behaviours such that network elements may be managed by a 

centralized control plane program [30], [31]. The three tiers of the SDN architecture are as follows: 

1. The network forwarding plane, which comprises physical infrastructure components like switches and 

routers, is the data plane layer. 

2. A centralized network controller that oversees all network activities and traffic is known as the control 

plane. 
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3. Network administrators and operators may directly control the network using the application layer and the 

controller. 

Southbound interfaces are used for the connection between the control fields and the data fields. 

OpenFlow was the first standard southbound interface [2] that gave the controller direct access to the SDN 

forwarding plane. The matching flow item in the flow table determines how arriving packets are routed in an 

OpenFlow network. For the controller to take further action, if the incoming stream does not match any flow 

entries in the flow table, a situation known as a table miss, the switch sends a packet message to the controller 

informing it about the flow parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. SDN architecture 

 

2.2. FlowVisor 

Between different OpenFlow controllers and OpenFlow switches as a proxy, FlowVisor is an OpenFlow 

controller that allows viewing the physical OpenFlow architecture as distinct virtual networks [32]-[35]. 

FlowVisor manages the underlying network by isolating resources into slices and using the OpenFlow protocol 

to provide a different controller authority over each slice. FlowVisor provides topology and address space 

isolation. Architecturally, a transparent neutral proxy FlowVisor makes no assumptions about the behavior of 

switches and controllers. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the FlowVisor's internal workings and the exchange of information between the 

switch and the controller. The controller issues a command to the OpenFlow switch to initiate the process. A 

slicer element (1) handling commands and messages from/to the OpenFlow controller is the first to receive 

controller directives. For each controller virtual network, a separate Slicer exists. The slicer then uses its flow 

space rules to determine if the command received complies with the virtual network definition (2), edits the 

command as appropriate, and validates that it does. The classifier components responsible for handling 

commands and communications to/from the OpenFlow switch are then used to send the command output to 

the switch (3). Every OpenFlow switch has a classifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Operasi internal FlowVisor 
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FlowVisor divides the smallest transmission bandwidth for each slice, giving a group of flows from that 

slice a specific data rate. FlowVisor divides the flow tables across switches and tracks each flow entry for every 

guest controller. The FlowVisor controller's resource allocation and routing policy slices set up the switches. 

Slices are autonomous and feature their own "flow spaces" for data flow. These separate slices are breakable, 

enabling various assaults. 

 

2.3. Network Slicing 

Network slicing creates a slice of the targeted network. The distinguishing feature of this technology is 

that each network slice has distinct characteristics, including very low latency, extremely high bandwidth, and 

mobile broadband. Slices provide the benefit of handling several situations at once. 

Each part of the network can be designed to provide several performance levels, such as Service Level 

Agreements (SLAs). Testing the required SLAs, such as Quality of Service (QoS) for network sections sharing 

the same physical network, takes time and effort [36]. Slices must be provided by the control and management 

plane, which must also be capable of dynamic reconfiguration. The data plane must meet each slice's QoS 

requirements, such as slice isolation, slice performance isolation, etc. In previous research [15], network slicing 

on SDN has been implemented in isolating each tenant's flow space, so hosts in different slices cannot 

communicate with each other. The topology used is a tree topology. Then in research [17] have discussed the 

application of traffic isolation on the SDN network through the network slicing method using FlowVisor. The 

results obtained show that each tenant cannot communicate with other tenants. 

 

2.4. Bandwidth Isolation 

Bandwidth isolation is one of the methods offered by OpenFlow and SDN to divide the bandwidth speed 

and regulate the amount of bandwidth per slice of the network. Bandwidth isolation is carried out using 

FlowVisor by maximizing priority point A virtual LAN (VLAN) whose range is from 0 to 7 and is used to 

prioritize different classes or traffic [37]-[40]. This Openflow protocol allows VLAN tags such as PCP fields 

to be managed and gives a certain priority to packets in a flow. The Openflow protocol enforces bandwidth 

isolation and involves modifying the flow table of each network slice and VLAN priority by FlowVisor. Traffic 

in each slice is mapped into eight priority groups that allow network administrators to prioritize bandwidth per 

slice. 

 

3. METHOD 

a. System Design 

In this research, the system is designed using the topology, as shown in Fig. 4. The topology consists of 

four switches connected to one controller. In its implementation, the controller is bridged by FlowVisor to 

apply the network slicing method. The network slicing method used is TCP port slicing with 2 slices. Slice 1 

streams data traffic through TCP port 80 on each host, while slice 2 streams data traffic through TCP ports 

other than port 80. Slice 1 has a link bandwidth of 10 Mbps, while slice 2 has a link bandwidth of 1 Mbps. 

b. Device Used  

The devices used in this research are as follows: 

1. OpenFlow: the communication protocol is used in SDN to control data planes physically separated from 

the control plane using a controller located on the server. By using OpenFlow, researchers can exercise 

direct control over routing data packets to be routed on a network [15]. 

OpenFlow is the most popular southbound API that allows controller interaction with switches in the 

SDN architecture [16]. 

2. FlowVisor: the network virtualization layer separates the architectural layers of hardware and software. 

To regulate the underlying physical network, FlowVisor makes use of the OpenFlow protocol. To make 

sure that the guest controller can only see and operate the switches in the data plane it is intended to, 

FlowVisor serves as a bridge between each OpenFlow controller and the data plane. The objectives of 

FlowVisor's architecture included tight isolation between network slices, transparent virtualization of the 

network controller, and comprehensive and flexible slice rules [5]. 
3. Mininet: network emulators create virtual hosts, switches, and controllers. Mininet can be used for 

research, development, learning, prototyping, testing, debugging, and other purposes that utilize 

experimental networks on laptops or PCs [17]. By executing genuine kernels, switches, and application 

code on a single physical computer, virtual machine, or cloud, Mininet can build realistic virtual networks. 

This research uses Mininet as an emulator to design a data plane architecture for SDN. 

4. Controller: platform based on the Python programming language used to develop SDN controller. POX 

was originally an OpenFlow controller, but now it also functions as an OpenFlow switch and generally 

supports software development for SDN [18]. Controllers can run various applications such as hubs, 
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switches, load balancers, and firewalls. Network analyzer software such as Wireshark can monitor data 

packet flow between POX controllers and other OpenFlow devices [19]. 

5. Wireshark: the leading network protocol analyzer application is widely used globally [20]. The main 

function of a network protocol analyzer is to examine the details of communications in a network by 

capturing every packet sent to and from a computer and then presenting it in a human-readable format 

[21]. 

6. IPerf: a tool to measure the maximum bandwidth achieved in an IP network. Other parameters that can be 

measured are time, buffer, and protocol (TCP, UDP, SCTP) [22]. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Network topology 

 

c. System Flowchart 

The flowchart of the simulation and testing used in this research, as shown in Fig. 5. Installing the Ubuntu 

16.04 LTS Virtual Machine on the Oracle VM VirtualBox hypervisor is the first step. After the VM installation, 

Mininet is installed as an SDN network emulator at the infrastructure layer. Next, install the controller as the 

SDN network controller that will be used. After the Mininet and controller installation is successful, the 

network topology design on Mininet can be done. 

After the topology has been successfully designed, the next step is configuring the network by setting the 

IP address on each host. After the data plane configuration is complete, it is possible to link the data plane and 

the control plane. If the connection is successful, the next step is to test the connectivity and functionality of 

the SDN network without using the network slicing method and using network slicing by following the 

configuration steps listed in Fig. 6. Next, connectivity and functionality testing is carried out to compare the 

connectivity and functionality before and after applying the network slicing method. The final step is analyzing 

the data and making conclusions. After the topology configuration has been successfully executed, the next 

step is to run FlowVisor by typing the following command in the Ubuntu terminal: "sudo /etc/init.d/FlowVisor 

start". Then configure the FlowVisor for slice creation, as shown in Fig. 7, and configure the flow space 

according to Table 1. After the flow space has been successfully created, the next step is to run the controllers, 

each using the port according to the slice configuration. Port 1001 is used for fast slices, while port 1002 is 

used for slow slices. The command is "sudo ./pox.py log. level --DEBUG forwarding.l2_learning 

OpenFlow.of_01 --port=1001". The same steps are carried out on other terminals by changing the port number 

to 1002. 
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Fig. 5. System design 

 

 
Fig. 6. Network slicing configuration flowchart 

 

 
Fig. 7. Command to create slices in FlowVisor 
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Table 1. Flow space configuration each switch 
Flowsapce Commands 

Switch 1 fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid1-p3-fast-src 1 100 in_port=3,dl_type=0x0800,nw_proto=6,tp_src=80 fast=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid1-p3-fast-dst 1 100 in_port=3,dl_type=0x0800,nw_proto=6,tp_dst=80 fast=7 

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid1-p3-slow 1 1 in_port=3 slow=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid1-p1-fast 1 100 in_port=1 fast=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid1-p2-slow 1 1 in_port=2 slow=7 

Switch 2 fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid2 2 100 any fast=7 

Switch 3 fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid3-p4-fast-src 3 100 in_port=4,dl_type=0x0800,nw_proto=6,tp_src=80 fast=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid3-p4-fast-dst 3 100 in_port=4,dl_type=0x0800,nw_proto=6,tp_dst=80 fast=7 

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid3-p4-slow 3 1 in_port=4 slow=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid3-p1-fast 3 100 in_port=1 fast=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid3-p2-fast 3 100 in_port=2 fast=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid3-p3-slow 3 1 in_port=3 slow=7 
Switch 4 fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid4-p4-fast-src 4 100 in_port=4,dl_type=0x0800,nw_proto=6,tp_src=80 fast=7 

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid4-p4-fast-dst 4 100 in_port=4,dl_type=0x0800,nw_proto=6,tp_dst=80 fast=7 

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid4-p4-slow 4 1 in_port=4 slow=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid4-p1-fast 4 100 in_port=1 fast=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid4-p2-fast 4 100 in_port=2 fast=7  

fvctl -n add-flowspace dpid4-p3-slow 4 1 in_port=3 slow=7 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

This section discusses the results and analysis of the system design that has been made. The tests carried 

out in this research were connectivity and functionality tests. 

 

4.1. Connectivity Test Results 

The results of the topology connectivity test that has been added to the network slicing configuration are 

shown in Fig. 8. Based on the figure, it can be seen that each host is successfully connected and all hosts. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Connectivity test 

 

4.2. Functionality Testing Results 

Based on the FlowVisor configuration that has been made, the research network topology consists of 2 

slices, namely slow slice and fast slice. Every host communicating via TCP port 80 will enter flow space in a 

fast slice configuration with a link bandwidth of 10 Mbps. Meanwhile, every host communicating through 

ports other than port 80, such as port 22 or port 443, will enter flow space in a slow slice with a link bandwidth 

of 1 Mbps. 

The results of functionality testing between node h1 and node h6, which communicate via TCP port 80, 

are shown in Fig. 9. Based on a report from iperf, bandwidth results were obtained in the 7-12 Mbps range. 

This shows that the flow space configuration for the fast slice is successful because when h1 communicates 

with h6 via TCP port 80, iperf reports that the bandwidth is in the range of 10 Mbps, according to the 

configuration applied to the fast slice flow space. 

Fig. 10 results from functionality testing between node h1 and node h4 communicating via TCP port 22. 

Based on a report from iperf, bandwidth results are obtained in the 1-5 Mbps range. This shows that the flow 

space configuration for slow slices is successful because when h1 communicates with h4 via TCP port 22 or 

not port 80, iperf reports that the bandwidth is in the range of 1 Mbps, according to the configuration applied 

to slow slice flow space. In other words, the measured bandwidth does not reach 10 Mbps, indicating that the 

communication does not use fast slices of flow space. 

Based on the results above, testing the FlowVisor functionality for flow space isolation on each slice was 

successful. This can be seen from the fact that hosts that communicate via port 80 succeed through a link 
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bandwidth of 80 Mbps, while hosts that communicate via ports other than 80 (in testing using port 22) succeed 

through a link bandwidth of 1 Mbps. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Fast slice functionality testing 

 

 
Fig. 10. Slow slice functionality testing 

 

4.3. Resource Utilities Testing Results 

Resource utility testing is carried out to determine how much FlowVisor consumes memory from the 

CPU, and testing is carried out with FlowVisor on and off. The test is repeated ten times to find the average 

range value 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 with seconds of time units. Based on the results of CPU performance 

testing, as shown in Fig. 11, CPU usage on the SDN network that does not use FlowVisor gets an average value 

of 17.16%. In contrast, with FlowVisor, it gets an average value of 22.83%, this is due to the slicing process in 

FlowVisor. Based on the results of testing computer memory performance, as shown in Fig. 12, it tends to be 

higher when using FlowVisor with an average result of 33.33%, while not using FlowVisor with a 

predetermined timeframe getting an average result of 54.67%, this is because FlowVisor requires more memory 

than the another because FlowVisor does slicing because FlowVisor does slicing. 

 

 
Fig. 11. CPU performance testing 
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Fig. 12. Memory performance testing 

 

4.4. Strong Isolation Bandwidth Testing Results 

This strong isolation test aims to ascertain whether the slice has strong isolation by implementing 

FlowVisor. This is done by limiting the existing bandwidth on the network created by comparing FlowVisor 

before and after isolation, whether the slice is disrupted or not when initiating different bandwidths. This strong 

isolation test is carried out by sending different bandwidth determination packages with a range of 0 Mbps, 10 

Mbps, 20 Mbps, 30 Mbps, 40 Mbps, and 50 Mbps and testing both slices. The test was carried out when the 

slice-1 condition obtained an average yield of 25.73 Mbps. The slice-2 condition obtained an average yield of 

25.26 Mbps, so the results are shown in Fig. 13. Based on the results of the tests that have been carried out, the 

slices do not affect each other in the existing strong isolation and bandwidth tests are not too different from 

each other. Hence, the isolation by FlowVisor is strong. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Strong Isolation Bandwidth Testing 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the test results and discussion, it can be concluded that FlowVisor succeeded in isolating the 

flow space for each slice on the SDN network based on the TCP Port through which communication occurs 

between hosts. Implementing the TCP port slicing method effectively flows data traffic according to the link 

bandwidth capacity available in the configuration of each slice. Even though there was a slight decrease in 

resource utilities and strong isolation bandwidth of SDN networks with and without network slicing, these 

differences were not practically significant. 

Suggestions that can be applied in future research are to use a network topology that is more complex and 

representative of the existing network conditions in the field. In addition, you can add the number of TCP ports 

that can be traversed in the flow space of each slice for the TCP port slicing method. In addition to the TCP 

port slicing method, other network slicing methods, such as IP address slicing or MAC address slicing, can be 

used to verify their performance and effectiveness. 
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